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Conversation between Zafenatpaneach, Yanarara, Quetzal,
and Bermunda from the Plejaren Federation
and 'Billy' Eduard Albert Meier, BEAM
Seven hundred and ninety contact
Tuesday, January 4th, 2022, 10:21 p.m.
Zafenatpaneach There we are, as Bermunda has announced to you. Greet you, Eduard.
Yanarara Sei is also greeted.
Quetzal I also greet you.
Bermunda Also my greetings be to you, Eduard, my dear friend.
Billy Be all welcome and welcomed. I am truly happy to see and greet you all.
Zafenatpaneach Unfortunately, we have to leave your workspace immediately so that no one is here,
because a lot is being done here that may make your work easier and you can then carry it out without
major impairment. This will be the ...
Billy You just have to say that the little knobs come here and want to create order? You have already
done this 2 times, once in the basement and then also here in the office. That worked like a miracle.
Zafenatpaneach Yes, the Andromedans, as you call them, but who are from our space-time fabric and
come from a planet we call Zilton, will come here and try to get you back to work as well as possible
without your writing efforts being severely affected by the sectarian energies and powers. To what extent
this will be possible for the 'little ones' – as you also call them because they are dwarfs – and who have
their gateway near the constellation Andromeda, that will be shown.
Billy But I'm curious. So, then we can go – where, you've probably already settled that, right?
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Yanarara Right, and we can continue to talk.
Billy That's good, then – Ah, there we are. – But that went quickly, and you have us all at the same time
– How long do the knobs take for their work?
Bermunda That will prove to be the case. They will inform us when they have done their job. Then I want
to inform you now about what has happened in the year 2021 in the growth of the earth's population.
The result of the last year has not changed much, but according to our very precise clarifications of the
registration has come to a total of the earth's population of 9'248'028'002.
Billy There really isn't much difference to what was last year, it wasn't much more than last year.
Bermunda Yes, Florena had already told me that, as well as that she would only be able to do so on 23
January 2021 after the Conversation came back again and told you that she had forgotten to tell you
the total number of the earth's population.
Billy I remember that, and I know that I wrote it down afterwards at the bottom of the contact report. I
don't remember how many it was, but only that according to the new totals you mentioned earlier, it
must be less than 100 million.
Bermunda Yes, I remember the values I received from Florena, they were at 9'154'049'012 as she told
me. Moreover, I want to tell you that I have looked around a little in the near future and learned that
once again your efforts will be acted against, because French President Macron, as a proponent of nuclear
power, will not willingly indulge in the dismantling of nuclear power plants, because in a few weeks he
will advocate the opposite. Not only is he an advocate of nuclear energy, he is also willing to continue to
maintain electrical energy in France through the operation of nuclear power plants.
Billy Unfortunately, I had also forgotten to bring up in a conversation and to mention what Florena said
later after the official conversation, so that no data was published in this regard. The Corona stuff has
made everything seem less important. In addition, Ptaah was already absent, and because he usually
gave the data of the total population of the earthly humanity at the first conversation at the beginning
of the year in January, which was not the case for 2020 and for this year, everything was forgotten.
As far as the French president is concerned about nuclear power plants, his decision will probably be as
you say, because nothing else can be expected from the megalomaniac and irresponsible man who thinks
only for himself and for his profit and power. That's all we need to talk about. But as far as the nuclear
power plants themselves are concerned, they are not only harmful to the whole of nature and thus to
fauna and flora, and also more dangerous than the greedy operators and the governments and advocates
assume, which has proven itself in Chernobyl and Fukushima continues to threaten in the future,
especially ...
Bermunda This is as you say, but you know that you should remain silent about it. And that with Ptaah
was obviously the case, as you say.
Billy Yes, it was so, and that I should remain silent about what the future holds, especially in terms of ...,
that's also clear to me. But I can probably say that the future for terrestrial humanity does not look bright,
because the earth is increasingly defending itself against human machinations. So it has been increasing
for quite some time and in the coming time, but especially in a few days and weeks, as the earth rises in
its woe and will make itself felt by natural disasters. Huge storms are already breaking over the earth, as
well as snowstorms in areas that usually have no or very rare snowfall. Earthquakes will multiply
everywhere, and the world will also be hit and affected in a short time when a submarine volcano breaks
out in the Pacific and a tsunami will hit large parts of the earth. However, floods will not only be caused
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by this long-threatening submarine volcanic eruption, but also by torrential weather, by overflowing the
waters of lakes, reservoirs, rivers and streams. And there will also be great conflagrations, as well as more
and more huge forest areas will be cut down and cleared and pass away in primeval fires, while large
parts of the cities sink more and more into the haze of exhaust fumes and poison clouds. Many people
will die because more and more murders will happen, this from jealousy, from disputes, inheritances,
hatred, fear, bad family, marital or other conditions, in addition to uprisings and wars that are instigated,
not infrequently because the power-hungry rulers of various countries interfere in the hands of foreign
states. And so acts of war will threaten again, including the nonsense of NATO, which wants to include in
its "club" those who border Russia by all means in order to bring their power bloc as close as possible to
the borders of the nonsensical, stupid and invented enemy Russia. This happens officially and is tolerated
and even advocated by the world public, because among many earthlings there is simply an aversion and
prejudice against Russia, which have not been eliminated since time immemorial and no one knows how
this hearth of enmity against Russia and animosity came about in the first place. Everything goes back
much further than the struggles, intrigues and the crisis in Galacia from 1907 to 1914, which made them
so skeptical of relations between the Danube Monarchy and Russia that the process of development of
the Ukrainian and Polish national movements in Galacia probably became so precarious that it ultimately
led to the World War.
Well, the hatred and aversion as well as the prejudices against Russia are certainly much older and
probably lead back to the Old Russian Empire, which emerged in 882 as a European part and was actually
called 'Kievan Rus' and the capital 'Kiev', as is also the case in today's state of Ukraine. If I remember
correctly the teachings of Sfath, kievan Rus, the oldest East Slavic state, was founded in 882 to about
1240 by the warlike traders, who were actually Normans or Varangians or Vikings and also Swedes. The
whole thing is said to have taken place under the patronage of Rjurik or something. The Viking merchants
were warlike; they came across the Baltic Sea and traveled as far as Byzantium or as far as Constantinople
and today's Istanbul in Turkey. Eventually, the Viking merchants mixed with the native Slavs, after which
the Old Russian Empire became valid from 882 and included the west of the wooded country, i.e. today's
Belarus and the north of Ukraine. This is what I know from Sfath about the emergence of Russia, but it
does not say where the real hatred, rejection and prejudice against Russia comes from. It may be that
the crisis in Galacia was the origin – perhaps – but to fathom this is probably not only impossible, but, if
you look at it correctly, then such hatred, rejection and all the prejudices against Russia are nothing more
than sheer idiocy. What can the people of Russia do today to ensure that their ancestors were – if at all
– decisively involved in a world war rolling over the earth? A lot of stupid people in the West, mainly in
practically all states of Europe and the USA, seem to be complete idiots, just those who think they are
better than their neighbour, who in this case is Russian or president of Russia. Mainly he is attacked full
of hatred, prejudice and rejection, while all those good-for-nothings of the rulers of all other states on
earth, who create mischief for the people, are cheered up into heaven by a pathologically stupid part of
their peoples, although their incapable rulers bring them more mischief than rulers can ever do for the
time of their office. The best example of this has become apparent since the rampage of the corona
epidemic, namely how incapable of governing is that part of the rulers of all countries who could not
order and enforce the right thing to prevent the pandemic, just as all the time since then and today and
tomorrow what should not be done is done. But if a person is stupid and therefore not capable of logical,
understanding and reasonable thinking, then rightly wonders why such persons are elected to a
government post at all? Is it the case that even the voters of logical, understanding and reasonable
thinking are not capable and therefore stupid?
While the environment continues to be destroyed more and more by agriculture, rather than cared for
and commercially operated, more and more herbicides are being applied to the environment and
destroying and poisoning them even more than has happened so far and since ancient times.
Much of the wild is already so damaged by the application of selective and total herbicides and other
chemical poisons that many plants have been exterminated and cannot grow back, although they are –
even if they are weeds – natural necessity. The herbicides are so-called 'plant protection products', but
in reality they are used against weeds. The selective toxin has a specific effect against certain genera and
species, while total herbicides have a devastating effect on all plants. But there are also the insecticides,
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i.e. toxins that are used to destroy insects, and then there are the fungicides, which prevent fungal
infestation. Finally, the term pesticide should be mentioned, which is actually a collective name and is
used for poisonous agents that kill and exterminate unwanted organisms – i.e. insects, fungi and so-called
weeds – whereby nature is so unnaturally affected that all organisms are exterminated, although these
are vital for the proper existence of nature. However, all this is not understood either by the scientists or
by the poison producers, neither by the farmers nor by the professional poison spreaders and other
poison users, consequently these toxins continue to be used and applied carelessly, which ultimately
eradicates and destroys everything. It is only about the money that is 'earned' with it, because the whole
thing is a trillion-dollar business, whereby the poison manufacturer corporations and the poison users,
such as the farmers and nurseries as well as private individuals stupidly and stupidly enrich themselves.
And that they destroy the natural life of the earth and also their own habitat with their use and their
actions, that does not matter to them, because they do not think for one iota of the consequences of
their actions. This is also the case for those who use biocides, because these are poisons that –stupidly
for humans – fight, kill and exterminate harmful organisms. Although they are not used to treat living
food crops, they still destroy just as vital organisms of nature as pesticides of all kinds, i.e. herbicides,
insecticides and fungicides, must therefore be refrained from.
Organic cultivation of food requires that antibodies for the control of food pests of all kinds must also be
of a biological nature, as nature pretends. In fact, it has not given any chemical toxins for the natural
control of natural foods. On the contrary, it has created purely natural substances consisting of plants,
insects and other repellents, etc., which repel, combat and destroy foreign harmful invaders and
parasites, etc., without harming the crop or the entire environment or even the environment.
With the growth of today's very exuberant overpopulation, pesticide production followed suit. Countless
factories and pesticide manufacturing companies have adapted to this, so today the world is flooded by
their products and destroyed faster and faster so hostile to life that it is already foreseeable that one day
the planet will no longer bear life. And this will inevitably happen if the whole thing is not finally
counteracted. First and foremost, this means that a controlled birth stop and effective birth control must
be taken worldwide, because everything can be improved by the disappearance of the basic evil –
overpopulation.
The great evil of all the destruction of the earth and its environment is the mass of humanity, because it
is the origin of the extinction of the natural life form world, i.e. the plants and living beings that move
themselves – everything that creeps and flies – and it is to blame for the exploitation of the earth and its
nature as well as for the extinction of fauna and flora.
The mass of humanity is to blame for all the destruction of the environment and for the extinction of
fauna and flora, for which the world is poisoned and rendered incapable of life by pesticides. This in
addition to the fact that everything is done and carried out commercially as a result of greed for money,
whereby not only the companies and corporations of all kinds, the farmers, nurseries, etc. and countless
private individuals and many other environmental destroyers do everything to make life on planet Earth
impossible.
The forests are massively exploited and destroyed, like the fields and waters of all kinds, even the
mountains and the underground of the earth itself; they are destroyed and mixed with rubbish, which
not only makes the natural creatures miserable, but also the people themselves become poisoned,
suffering and sick without salvation.
To a large extent, much has already been poisoned and destroyed almost irrevocably and the animal
world and bird life, as well as much of the animal, the insect world and in general everything of the wild
in parts of the world have already been completely exterminated up to 80 percent. And speaking of
animals, it must also be said that, despite animal welfare law, catastrophic conditions prevail in many
places in commercial animal husbandry, among private animal keepers and in animal research institutes
for medical development, etc., and the animals and many poultry, animals and other living beings live in
horrible conditions until slaughter – if they do not first creep miserably under hellish pain, which does
not matter to the completely unscrupulous animal husbandry operators, who do not have the slightest
feeling towards the suffering animals. With the animal transports it does not look better, because very
often the animals are so crammed together in the transporters – as in the facilities in which they are bred
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– and creep just as miserable, whereby others are often still tormented by thirst, which therefore often
makes them furious.
It is not enough to say what has been said, because there are many other things that should be said, but
there would be no end to everything, so I just want to point out briefly that.B, for example, arms deliveries
from arms-producing countries – such as Switzerland, France, Germany, England, Russia and the USA –
are delivered to states that use them to wage war and chastise and oppress their own people by force of
arms, in addition to attacking neighbouring countries and subjugating them in a warlike manner. This is
the same as NATO does, only in a different framework, e.B. in the same way as it recruits members and
expands in such a way that it wants to include Russia through NATO member states with this international
mercenary war organization and thus force it down. But you want to say something, Yanarara.
Yanarara Yes. What you said about NATO, we Plejaren see nothing good in this organization and also an
international army of mercenaries that is organized and remunerated by the state. Just as on Earth
mercenary troops of various private mercenary companies in various states allow many people of the
civilian population to murder unscrupulously, sexually abuse women and even kill children, so do many
NATO mercenaries. In this respect, these are no better than the degenerate mercenaries of the private
mercenary companies, as we have found out on several occasions during their missions and can see again
and again. We are actually witnessing horrific events carried out by mercenaries who present themselves
as supreme masters of the respective state and know no limits to their reprehensible actions, which will
also be the case in the future, because this mercenary system is allowed. The French Foreign Legion is
also part of it, because it is probably military and state-organized, but it is nothing more than a mercenary
army that has members from all over the world. Even where NATO troops or other foreign or domestic
military are already murderous, private mercenary troops are represented and, along with the others, do
their mischief. However, all this is concealed from the public, and journalists who watch and witness
everything and do not remain silent about it are murdered by the mercenaries, by the mercenaries of the
private companies, as well as by the mercenaries of NATO and the official military.
What I have to report further, however, refers only briefly to the fact that unfortunately, despite our
efforts, we could not do much against the energies that affect you so much in your work that it has
become almost impossible for you to do your work on the computer. The fact that you have nevertheless
laboriously and time-consumingly retrieved and also written down the conversation reports borders on
the impossible. However, we now hope that some things can be done, that you can work again to some
extent without continuing to be severely impaired.
Zafenatpaneach Exactly, it will be the case that the Ziltonians can do a lot with their intervention, that
your work will be facilitated in the future, because they are very knowledgeable in such energies and
forces in order to be able to paralyze them to a large extent. But they do not want to say that they will
succeed in everything perfectly, but at least in such a way that you can work in the future without too
bad disturbances and interventions of foreign energies and forces. They have already proven this several
times when the unpleasantness in the attic of the center and in your workroom arose, which caused you
evil damage and even psychologically affected you, but this has disappeared over time, when the Ziltoner
had clarified and neutralized everything.
Billy Yes, I still remember that well. Engelbert ran up into the attic often enough at night with the loaded
Winchester to see what was right. However, the riot always stopped as soon as it appeared at the top. I
also don't forget what happened in my office, which has only given rise to suspicions against me that I ...
Fortunately, however, everything has cleared up over time and proved that the sectarian energies and
forces were the culprits who were the first victims of Semyaze in ... Wise attacked, then Marcel in similar
evil ... Wise, even falling down and breaking a rib. Hans Benz and Engelbert were the next victims, and
then there were also Maria, Amata, Margreth and Olga, some of whom were ... Applications have even
been addressed, but others in different ways ... Attacks suffered. Elsi Moser also had the same
experience, became completely confused and began to go into debt until I had to take away the
administration of the SSSC from her and from then on do everything myself. She then went to France,
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but sought contact with me again through Olga, apologized to Olga and wanted to see me in person when
she was lying in a hospital bed somewhere in Lucerne. However, she died before we could see each other
in person again. Amata asked me one day to St. Gallen, where Jacobus drove me with his VW, where she
apologized. Margreth apologized in Wallisellen, like others, but they demanded that I remain silent about
the matter, precisely because they were afraid that they would be denounced as crazy and such.
Professor Hans Bender was horrified when this happened to him and never entered my office again. He
was alone in the office when it happened because I was in the side office, and he then left and never
came back to Hinterschmidrüti. He phoned me again, then I heard nothing more from him. The men and
other women were also silent about their experience of the ... Attacks in my office, also Maria the ...
Bermunda We know all this because Semjase and Ptaah had informed us about it, but they also
mentioned that ... Apparently, you didn't know this, and Ptaah ordered that we shouldn't talk to you
about it because he didn't see anything good coming for your mental health.
Billy ... No, I really didn't know that, because apparently behind my back as a result of the hatred against
me, by ..., and also in more recent times by ... as well as by ..., as well as under the direction of ... all
exploited and ... But Ptaah is worried about me, that's not good. I don't let myself be psychologically
destroyed as quickly as it is ... done. My psyche is fine again, so I have no problems with the fact that I
now know what was instigated behind my back, which was apparently arranged by DG. This person is
obviously sick in the head and wants to stir up hatred against me by all means – including lies and
judgment, etc.
Bermunda That was and probably is.
Billy But I wasn't told anything about it, although it would have been better if I had been informed,
because then I could have eliminated everything through a clarifying conversation. Olga and Maria would
certainly have helped, because they were also victims of the experience in my office, so with regard to
the ... Aggressiveness, as well as the ... oral animation.
Zafenatpaneach Unfortunately, we did not consider that. There was a fear on our part that you would
suffer a mental breakdown again, as happened when Semjase ...
Billy All right, you don't have to say it, the important thing is that it wasn't me who was the culprit, but
the sectarian energies and powers; but that took so long for people to find out for themselves. But when
this happened, when they secretly broke into my office and experienced the same thing again, while I
was verifiably in the March in Central Switzerland, they remained silent towards uninvolved people. So
the same thing happened to them in my office when I was far away. But they were silent about it and got
scared, which is why they finally left FIGU. They couldn't cope with the fact that the same thing was done
to them when they were in the office without me. When they left the center and the FIGU, their
conscience stirred that after years they apologized to me and told me what was real. But then it was
already the case that damage had been done, because various people – especially the brothers ... and
those who could win them over for their bad deeds and their lies, did a lot of negative things all over the
world with adopted and sealed lies. This is precisely because with the advent of the Internet they were
able to spread their lies, as it was also ... ... afterwards and probably still does today. Well, and because
all those affected – who had experiences in my office, precisely through the sectarian energies and
powers through which they ... attacked and even partially addressed – just kept silent and did not want
to ridicule themselves and did not want to be insulted as liars etc. in front of everyone else, they left the
FIGU. But over time, they became remorseful and apologized to me, all of them.
Yanarara You should not openly call a spade a spade, because antagonists are always ready to accuse you
and slander you without clarifying the matter, as would be required by those who accuse you of injustice.
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In order to really fathom the truth and not simply believe it from hearsay as such, it takes more than the
hatred of you and the lies that are supposed to harm you. But hatred and lies are more powerful among
people on earth than reality and its truth, and this is even the case with the judiciary, which tends to
innocent ness, advantage, benefit and victory in a false persuasion of the really guilty. And that you were
also disadvantaged in this regard and everything was decided to your detriment, this unfortunately also
happened in your inner family, where ..., you ... accused of how you are us with the ... haste.
Unfortunately, none of the people – not even Semjase – has been open about these ... Incidents spoken
into your workspace, so there is nothing in writing. But maybe it's a good thing, because you will probably
be ... suspected, insulted and attacked, but ... However, it is probably the character nature of these
persons or their individual character of their acquired bad qualities that they express in their will and
actions. This is the decisive case for all those whom I have personally analyzed in character, e.B. in a
decisive place as a hateful agitator DG, as well as the person responsible for everything ..., then also ...
and...
Billy Yes, you're probably right, but let's leave it at that, because I think anyway that I'm just putting dots
on what we've talked about in more detail – even for those I've named in the context of evil. That will
certainly be the best, because I don't think you should say too much about it anyway, and I also think that
the whole thing is not understood anyway by people who do not have a closer insight into the matter, so
they deny events as they happened. On the other hand, however, it is certainly also the case that it does
not want to be understood that such a thing arises at all, or that it cannot be coped with personally, which
even Professor Hans Bender was not able to do, who nevertheless dealt parapsychologically with such
phenomena, which he could not cope with when they happened to him in my office himself. He left and
never came back, and what he could hear about himself was that he phoned me and said that the
experience in my office had been too much for him, and that as a 'professional' he could not cope with
it. The whole thing is just something different than when he notices in other people and is told something
about what he has experienced himself. After that, there was only one more telephone call when a
woman instead of Hans Bender addressed a short telephone call to me, during which it was said that he,
Hans Bender, would no longer set foot in the center and never again in my office, because what he had
experienced was the most monstrous thing he had ever experienced. Various others did the same thing,
even though they lived here in the center, even after the nodules were here and the haunting actually
stopped, which was only in the 1990s, after ... ... sang and soundlessly simply ran away and from then on
from abroad did unpleasant things against the FIGU members and against me with lies slanderously.
Zafenatpaneach Since you will do well if you do not name names and replace everything with dots that
refers to certain people in this context.
Billy You can probably say that out loud, and it's probably to be silent about who it really concerns. After
all, many other things have been concealed from time immemorial to the present day.
Zafenatpaneach What do you mean by that?
Billy Oh, just like that.
Quetzal I know you better than Zafenatpaneach, because you're thinking of something specific, otherwise
you wouldn't mention it.
Billy You also notice everything. – – Actually, it was just a thought, because I thought of various writers
when I was 'silent'.
Bermunda But what is the connection between this? I really don't understand that?
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Billy Weil they also kept silent about the fact that they used certain sources that were not normal.
Bermunda I certainly don't understand that, because what you're trying to say is a mystery to me?
Billy In and of itself, it's not that important, but sometimes certain things go through my mind when I
digress and compare something else. In this case, it was the great writers, who were often only great
with their works, because they were inspired by their dreams, which they granted themselves with
hemp.
Bermunda ? ? What is that all about?
Billy Some great writers were silent about the fact that they only wrote good works because they were
inspired by the indulgence of cannabis. This is actually the Latin word for hemp, and is used worldwide
for a THC-containing (Erkl. Lexicon: Tetrahydrocannabinol; which, depending on the country, falls under
its narcotics laws) and usually uses pressed hemp product, which is more precisely obtained from the
female hemp plant as 'resin', which is commonly simply called hashish and has well over 500 different
components and about 60 cannabinoids. The whole thing is obtained from dried flowers as well as from
resin-covered hemp leaves, which have a lot of THC, as well as other hemp substances, so-called
cannabinoids. They also have CBD (Erkl. Lexicon: non-psychoactive ingredient of the hemp plant), which
does not fall under addictive substance laws.
Bermunda You say that the great writers on earth ...
Billy Yes, many big names of such people have already been mentioned by Sfath. They took hashish and
other psychotropic drugs to write big books or otherwise be great with what they 'proclaimed' and said
to the world. So were e.B. sizes like..., and ... but as well as ... and in more recent times ... and also ..., as
well as sizes such as e.B. ... etc., which were enabled by drugs to write great book works. Also, many of
them wrote various works under pseudonyms – namely women and men – of which it has never been
known to this day that they were really well-known writers, but otherwise under pseudonyms wrote
things, pamphlets, letters, brochures and even books that they were never allowed to mark with their
real names, because otherwise they would have been 'sold' to the peoples – or would be, if they do it
today or tomorrow, as is being done.
Various authors who are very well-known in the literary world have repeatedly published and publish
books, letters, diatribes, mocking writings and polemics of all kinds under foreign names – i.e. under
pseudonyms. So far, they have even written and published letters, writings and books that were special
pornographic literature that they were not allowed to mark with their well-known name, otherwise they
would have been discredited. This applies to both men and women, by well-known names, and I know of
one person who used and continues to use around 180 pseudonyms to bring their true way of thinking
to the earthlings. So it is still common practice today that this kind of action is taken, because some
people do not want to keep what they think, drive and live for themselves, but share it with others who
are of the same or similar sense.
Quetzal This is known to us, but this fact is effectively concealed from the public, because apparently the
appearance of infallibility and impeccability is to be preserved – or must be preserved. This also applies
to the whole that moves within the framework of faith, without distinction, which results in every religion
and religious orientation, as we know from clarifications. In all religions, it is vehemently and emphatically
concealed what actually emerges in the background – mainly in sexual relations in the adult sector and
with regard to pedophilia, i.e. recurring strong sexual acts and compulsions or even behaviors involving
children of all ages, even up to infants of both sexes. However, adults are also affected, with many having
to remain silent and not being able to talk about it, because otherwise they would lose a lot and even
lose their lives. We make the observation again and again that quite often religious leaders and religious
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teachers probably officially adhere to the 'order of faith', but really only officially, because by the way
they are secretly so devoted to sexual pleasure, as well as the majority of humanity. Even various married
people, as well as unmarried religious leaders and religious teachers, are no exception in this respect,
because many of them – men and women alike – are not afraid to secretly live out their sexual needs
with their peers or with religious believers. We are even aware of secret births among women prescribed
by religion, such as the 'disposal' of such birth creatures, as well as observations of pedophilia in both
sexes of religious teachers and religious leaderships.
Billy By the religious leaders you probably mean the superiors or bonzes of the religions, and with the
religious teachers those who, as preachers and proclaimers of religion, look after their shepherds of faith,
who are called differently in the various religions, such as.B in the case of Christians the 'clergyman' or
pastor, priest and preacher, in Islam the prayer leader or the imam, Ayatollah, Caliph, Hojatoleslam and
Mufti. However, in the case of the Jews, the rabbi or rabbi, but in Hinduism the guru. Buddhism, which is
not a theistic religion, has a lama (lamas) who strives to offer the teachings.
But now I want to say something about pedophilia. This is controlled by recurrent, intense sexually
arousing fantasies about children, but especially by corresponding drives or behaviors. In these get lost
in young adolescents in a prepubescent phase, but especially adults of both sexes, but usually sexually
abnormal men are at the forefront in this regard. Not only are they deviant, but they are also many years
older than the children who are the target of their fantasies and behaviors.
Pedophilia is a form of paraphilia that, in addition to sexual abuse, is aimed primarily at harming children,
up to and including their murder. Sexual assaults that affect children and usually harm them throughout
their lives are very common. This, while elsewhere many sexual assaults and coercion etc. are simply
fictitious – also with regard to adults – in order to take revenge and retribution for some reason, or to
extort money, etc., as has become commonplace, especially in recent times, especially out of evil revenge
and also because of the money that is hoped for as "damages".
Sexual guidelines are evaluated differently in Western cultures than in many Far Eastern or Oriental
cultures, as pedophilia and general sexual activity, marriage and birth may be common in much younger
years and thus much greater age differences between the sexual partners are accepted. Most pedophiles
and rapists of women and men – which is less well known – are male, but there are actually female beings
who sexually assault children as pedophiles, as well as their peers and men – which is also less well known,
but actually occurs, albeit in a lesser way. Pedophilia can consist of little boys, girls, or both, but
pedophiles prefer children of the opposite sex.
In many cases, the child knows the adults as a member of the family – which results in incest when it
comes to pedophile action – a stepparent, a friend part or an authority figure, such as a teacher or other
person of instruction or acquaintance, etc. Pedophiles can feel attracted in an exclusive form only to
children – or even exclusively to adults, but pronounced, pedophilia refers only to the sexual abuse of
children.
But there is also the criminal pedophile, which is associated with a comorbidity or with a concomitant
disease, which manifests itself as a socio-hostile personality disorder associated with threats of violence.
Often it also appears that the pedophilia victim is threatened that e.B. his toys will be destroyed or a pet
belonging to him injured or killed, etc., if he will talk to someone about the pedophile abuse.
If the person is analyzed, who is morbid and thus chronically addicted to pedophilia, then it is recognized
that there is usually a dependence coupled with depression, which often indicates a previous and as a
child suffered family dysfunction. This usually indicates a personally experienced sexual abuse – or in the
case of married couples in a further way also to conflicts in the marriage – which results in sexual
aberrations, as well as pedophilia or other comorbid or accompanying disorders. These can be very
diverse and go far beyond what is known to earthly science, which deals with the field of 'antisocial
personality disorder', which is so psychologically profound in its basic features that it is all too often
misunderstood by the 'experts'. Thus, many psychology scientists are not clear that the origin of the open
and secret degeneration of man is often anchored in his childhood, such as panic, lie and slander attacks
as well as sudden or long-lasting anxiety. But there are also other degenerations, such as .B. pathological
theft, violence, hatred of people, things or situations, etc., a deficit of learning ability and attention,
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hostility, up to post-traumatic states and hyperactivity, murder, mistrust, work shyness, lovelessness,
hatred, tendency to addiction of various kinds, like many other aspects.
The truth that psychotic degeneration is often not recognized as such – especially not by so-called
"professionals" who call themselves psychologists and believe they know everything and in this sense
effectively misjudge psychological facts – makes many people become something wrong that they do not
want to be.
Already from the 21st day after conception, the first forms of basic character are formed in the womb,
namely through the action of the psychological influence of the pregnant woman, which develops after
the birth of the child until the state of puberty that occurs. If impulses of a wrong psychological
development already settle during pregnancy and after childbirth until the state of puberty or during this
in the emerging character, then profound basic character traits are formed. These remain hidden, but
immediately break through to the outside when a corresponding movement or flow from the world of
thoughts and feelings occurs and causes these basic character traits into excitement and such turmoil
that they become active, namely externally through words, actions and activities, etc., which triggers
corresponding reactions – for better or for worse.
If, in the course of this time, especially during the puberty period, the whole thing in this regard is not
cleansed and neutralized and brought to the state of balance of a person – if this is necessary, if
wrongness has settled in the basic character – then the so-called 'gauntlet running through life' is
announced, which means that panic, lying, slander attacks as well as sudden or long-lasting anxiety and
other degeneration, such as pathological theft, violence and hatred of people, things and situations, etc.,
as well as a deficit of learning ability and attention, hostility, up to post-traumatic states and
hyperactivity, murder, mistrust, work shyness, lovelessness, hatred, tendency to addiction of various
kinds, as well as many other negative aspects come into their own.
If, however, man in his basic character is not burdened at all or only very little with the negative values
mentioned, then he does not belong to the majority of humanity, but to a minority that is anxious to
strive for peace, love, humanity and help among men and as a whole to peoples and all humanity and to
preserve what has been achieved in this regard. This even when everything is very laborious and so far
very little achieved and constantly endangered, because the majority of earthly humanity is still greedily
focused on money and wealth, on possessions, violence, murder and manslaughter, selfishness in every
conceivable relationship, on envy, advantage, on hatred, revenge, lies and slander. This is vehemently
denied, but all this proves to be a fact as soon as a louse creeps over the liver of this majority of the
earthlings, or if something else does not fit into their stuff, because then it immediately lets go of
everything that lies dormant deep in its basic character – malice, revenge, hatred, violence, lies, slander,
Murder and manslaughter. And if that is not enough, then there is still the military, which can 'create
order' or launch a war by force of arms in order to enforce what lurks as a primordial degeneration in the
depths of its own basic character unmanaged, uncensored and hidden as a real attitude like a bloodlusted predator, which hypocritically and cunningly waits to be able to strike out in a dog-like and
deceitful way.
That's actually what I have to say, and what I learned, especially at Sfath almost 80 years ago, and have
never forgotten. He was much more familiar with the human psyche than is the case with earthly
psychologists, who consider themselves kings of their field, but know little in reality and truth.
Quetzal He was really very knowledgeable in this subject, which he also taught on Erra and was a master
of this subject.
Billy I didn't know that though, because I never asked him about his training in this regard. That he was
very largely educated was never a question for me, and after his departure I never met a person who was
like him again.
Quetzal He was really extraordinary and also diversely educated.
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Billy Then I can probably talk about something that has actually been talked about before, but that would
still have to be discussed – right?
Yanarara Sure, you can also speak of something that has been talked about before, if something is not
clear.
Billy Well, do any of you know about 'our' Charles Darwin, is that a term for any of you?
Zafenatpaneach Yes, that's what I was dealing with, I mean with this man and with what he claimed about
the origin of man.
Billy And the rest of you, do you have any knowledge of this Darwin?
Bermunda No.
Yanarara Me neither.
Billy Then only Zafenatpaneach. – The thing is that in the 1940s, when we were in Germany in the Messel
pit, Sfath explained to me that man on earth was never of chimpanzee origin, as Charles Darwin suspected
and also claimed this to Sfath, although he did not officially name his conjecture theory, namely that man
descended from apes – even if this is generally claimed. I have to say something more precise, namely
what I learned from Sfath and what is something different from what is generally told. Although I will
therefore also be attacked in this matter by Darwin theory fanatics without limits, but especially by
scientists who have sworn to the results of molecular biology and defend their theory in this regard that
they interpret them correctly – although they draw the wrong conclusions from the technically correct
results. But that is the case, and it will remain so – as usual – for centuries until one day in the more
distant future the truth comes to light, when the progress of technology will make it possible to
effectively solve the mysteries of the past, by making it possible to return to its past reality. Until then,
however, the Darwin theory of evolution will still be preserved and misinterpreted, especially because
scientists see the results of molecular biology in the wrong way and therefore unfortunately misinterpret
them. And it will be very, very long before the truth of reality will come to light – if at all.
According to Sfath – he knew Darwin personally – the man of the earth developed from a completely
different line, namely from a being that lived about 47 million years ago and appeared on all continents
of that time – if I may say so – but was different in its peculiarity of appearance and in its skin color as
well as in certain organs. It was an animal that had a long tail, but already had 5 toes and 5 fingers. In the
course of its evolution, the being lost its tail, which regressed, which lasted millions of years, but in the
course of time or evolution the being then developed into a tailless living being, from which the
prehistoric man emerged. This was already explained to me by Sfath in the 1940s, but in the 727th contact
conversation it was already discussed with Ptaah and the following recording was added to the contact
report, which I will put here again, because it shows the being in its skeleton form. It is necessary to point
out the difference that the term ‹theory› has in science and in everyday language. In science, a ‹theory›
means a reflection of a partial aspect of reality. The more closely the theory agrees with reality, the better
the predictions of this very theory will be. In everyday parlance, we use the term ‹theory› rather
contemptuously for something still immature that has little to do with reality. In science, theories that
have often grown over decades allow far-reaching statements to be made about the nature of our world.
What I want to say, however, refers to what Sfath found in the Messel pit in Germany and estimated an
age of about 45 million years. A similar fossil was also found by our researchers, of which this photo was
taken:
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Messel mine near Darmstadt, Where Sfath and I found a fossil from the Tertiary, Eocene era.
Also, according to Sfath, the man of the earth not only emerged in Africa from the natural evolution of
the planet, and he did not emigrate to the north on earth, as earthly science claims, but humans
developed on the different continents almost simultaneously, if one can call the periods of about 800,000
years 'almost simultaneously'. They were clearly so-called primordial humans in different sizes, namely
giants, who reached almost 4.50 meters, then the smallest, who were not even 60 centimeters tall, while
in between all sizes occurred. They all descended from beings that existed in various similar forms about
45 million years ago, but which had been developing worldwide for about 90 million years in addition to
the large apes, and thus next to the so-called 'great apes' of the earthling. Of these beings, the 1st genus
then developed in the area of today's North Africa – where Egypt is today – for the first time as a
primordial human, according to which the other 1st developed where Russia and Asia are today, but also
everywhere on earth in many primeval countries. The 1st of these human beings appeared little more
than 16 million years ago, as Sfath explained, about 13 to 14 million years earlier than earthly science
estimates today and has found ancient skeletons. And these primordial humans were, according to our
sense, man-eaters who sustained themselves as such, until a few decades ago, whereby they then also
invented bloodthirsty gods and then offered them human sacrifices, etc. But for thousands of years they
ate up their peers, who killed them in trades, sacrifices and also in enemy actions, which has been
preserved to this day in individual cases, when in humans the ancient manner of man-eating can still
break through. That this is the case, I have seen and experienced myself, when on the one hand I traveled
the world with Sfath and was also with real man-eaters who killed and ate their enemies. On the other
hand, I have seen and experienced that today's so-called 'civilized' in emergencies 'slaughtered' their
weakest and ate up how others in their distress used the starved or otherwise fallen to death as food.
But even today it still happens here and there that people are killed and eaten up when the old desire for
it breaks through.
Charles Darwin is also said to have manipulated old chimpanzee bones to prove his theory of evolution,
Sfath said at the time to prove his theory. Unfortunately, I do not know to what extent and what he did
together, but I know from Sfath's explanation that another forger later appeared, a certain Charles
Dawson, who about 30 years after Darwin's death found the so-called 'Piltdown-Man', the alleged 'early
man' or his alleged fossil skull, which he actually falsified, as Darwin did with at least one of his finds, as
Sfath explained.
In terms of evolutionary biology, the man of the earth is actually not a late bloomer among living beings,
as is generally said by anthropologists, because he appeared at the latest about 90 million years ago and
then about 47 million years ago as a precursor of the beings who ultimately developed into human beings,
but who had 5 fingers and 5 toes very early in development. As a forerunner of humans, the 'great apes'
and the actual ape beings, they developed the 'gripping tools' or the hands with five fingers quite early
on. Of course, at that time living beings were not given a human form, but an animal form that developed
over the course of millions of years into humans, just into earthlings, which then developed into a humanlike form for the first time 12 to 15 million years ago. So it cannot be said that man came into being 'only
late' when the overall development of all living beings on planet Earth is taken into account. If my mind
and reason reach so far that I see the 'very late' correctly and understand as anthropologists imagine,
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then the emergence of terrestrial man is not to be started 'very late', if one takes into account that the
emergence of the first living beings is to be dated about 3.8 to 4 billion years ago. These creatures were
still tiny at that time and had to develop over long periods of time into what we call animal form, animals,
feathered animals, other living beings and the like, which changed again over time, so the old life forms
passed away, changed and new forms emerged. And this has happened since the beginning of life on
earth, as it has remained so to this day and will remain so in the future. Also, many have been extinct
since ancient times because living conditions have changed, or they have been eradicated by man as a
result of his recklessness, self-aggrandizement and irresponsibility.
From a systematic point of view, man is a living being that has a spine that makes him more mobile in
many ways, much more mobile than vertebrates and vertebrates in general, which, according to his genus
or species, is far inferior to the spine human being and is incapable of handling, doing and carrying out
the same as is possible for him through his vertebrate system. This, although the ape beings basically
have more limbs than humans, they are beings that have nothing to do with humans, not even if certain
monkey species with their genetic material almost come close to humans.
In addition, it is also given to man that, in addition to his spine, he is capable of the conscious evolutionary
development of his physical movements – in contrast to the most diverse animals which as spine-bearing
creatures are hardly or only to a minimum extent capable of doing so in this regard compared to humans
– also has a conscious consciousness that enables him to use logic, to develop a mind and reason that
allow him to act according to these high values. This includes above all and mainly conscious thinking and
acting, thus also the invention, construction and use of all that he is able to produce in logic and reason.
Man as a living being, who is capable of conscious logic, the also conscious mind and conscious reason,
as a living being does not belong in any way to the class of spine-bearing mammals, nor to the order of
the so-called great apes, as they are wrongly called, as they are the chimpanzee, dwarf chimpanzee
bonobo, gibbon, gorilla and orangutan. Since their primordial origin, these have by no means been
‹related› to man, the ‹Homo sapiens›, as the false doctrine of Charles Darwin claimed and even today's
followers are 'convinced' of this Darwin theory, even if there is a high degree of genetic equality. Already
47 million years ago, the first forms of human ancestors and those of the genus and species chimpanzee,
gorilla and orangutan were fundamentally different.
In total, the monkey creatures are grouped into about 350 species and documented as mammalian
creatures with the designation monkeys or primates. Subsequently, however, large and small 'great apes'
are called, with the little ones belonging to the family of gibbons living in Southeast Asia and the large
ones belonging to the orangutans. In Africa, on the other hand, the greats of the so-called 'great apes',
the gorillas and the chimpanzees live, although these have nothing to do with humans or Homo sapiens,
i.dem.e. they are neither relatives nor cousins of humans.
The most striking feature of humans and the so-called 'great apes' is that they have no tail and are usually
larger and heavier than actual ape beings, and also maintain themselves as actual ape beings. The chest
of humans, as well as the so-called 'great apes' – which are, so to speak, an intermediate evolution
between humans and apes and consequently a separate and special species – is also much wider than in
real apes. Another and very important feature of the 'great apes' must also be observed, namely that
their brain is much more complex and larger in relation to the body than in effective ape beings. This
requires a much longer period of development, so the pregnancy and the time to adulthood is much
longer, as Sfath already explained to Charles Darwin, but who did not want to be taught, and accordingly
even today – at least in this respect – anthropology is based on false assumptions.
The archetype of living beings, from which humans, 'great apes' and all primates have ultimately evolved
over many millions of years, goes back to about 90 million years in its beginning, i.e. that they already
lived and developed in the time of the dinosaurs. In the course of evolution, however, more and more
genera of living beings and their species emerged, with many becoming extinct again, while others split
and divided into new species.
Darwin, in his day, was unable to provide evidence for his theories, as today's molecular biology
techniques largely can, which sometimes provide indisputable and unambiguous evidence, such as.B.
that the genus 'chimpanzees' have around 98% of DNA and almost all genes in common with humans.
This, of course, leads – even scientists – to believe that there is some connection between humans and
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the chimpanzee. However, I do not mean from the 98% of DNA and genes that humans are descended
from chimpanzees and have the same or a similar line of evolution. This is by no means the case, nor is
the scientific theory that the early ancestors of the beings humans and chimpanzees could be 'perhaps
cousins'. Think of 'nepotism', because contrary to 'perhaps cousins', it really has to do with a reality. In
reality, one cannot deduce that humans and the 'great apes' really have common ancestors, from which
the chimpanzees and humans then developed. Due to DNA homologies, the family tree of hominids is
clear to independent and independently thinking people even before the invention of molecular biology
technology due to DNA homologies for the real proof that humans are not descended from the
chimpanzee and is in no way 'cousin-like'. Only real science, in logic and reason, has had incontrovertible
evidence for human evolution since ancient times, which is different from that of chimpanzees. This is
contrary to the paleontological finds that throughout the 20th century repeatedly brought to light fossils
that are believed to have descended from common ancestors of humans and chimpanzees. And since
these all come from East Africa, it is erroneously assumed that this proves Darwin's thesis that the cradle
of humanity lies in Africa. A theory that does not point to reality, but is far away from it, because the
living being man has emerged within 800,000 years 'almost simultaneously' on the different continents
of the earth. In addition, the so-called 'great apes' – to which chimpanzees also belong – were from the
outset living beings that formed their own intermediate form between the apes and humans.
Since the publication of Darwin's ‹Origin of Species› in 1859, concerns have been raised about the theory
of evolution, although science repeatedly claims the opposite and wants to know everything better. Of
course, there are always abstruse theses that cause considerable confusion against the reality of real
evolution and especially among so-called experts, but the truth of evolution actually looks different than
the Darwin theory of the evolution of humans, ape beings and the "intermediate genus" of the so-called
"great apes" claims and still has unjustified existence today. Although the molecular method of proof is
well advanced today, it cannot really see into the past and what really happened back then.
In his 1859 work ‹Origin of Species›, Darwin actually left the question of the origin of man unanswered,
almost excluding it, but his theory left no doubt about what he really thought. He knew well that his
theory of evolution would provoke a centuries-long dispute in the world, namely his thesis – which he
wisely cultivated in the background – that man descended from the ape, as he also claimed to Sfath. We
humans share millions of years of development with apes and 'great apes', but the ape beings and the
'great apes' are not ancestors of us humans.
Of course, evolution takes place over immensely long periods of time, which today cannot be traced in
detail, but in human tribal history there is no ancestry between humans and apes or the 'great apes'. This
is also evident from a large number of fossil species, which clearly prove this, if properly researched and
neutrally assessed and thus not simply the Darwin theory of evolution would be taken as a model again
and again. Unfortunately, however, no further research is carried out, but – as usual – a theory that has
emerged once it has emerged is held on for so long – which often takes centuries – until finally a tangible
proof proves the opposite or reality and its truth. So it behaves the same way with a theory as with a
religious or other faith: it is believed in a 'dear God', 'God-Father' and 'God Creator', in 'Jesus Christ' as
'Son of God', in 'Allah' or in 'Shiva', etc., until one day it is proven that everything was just crazy fantasy
and a belief in fantasies, but not the truth.
The truth about humans, apes and 'great apes' can easily be proven and understood in the future on the
basis of fossil finds of prehistoric humans, because the more such finds are made, the clearer the
knowledge of the natural development of man as a being that had nothing to do with ancestors, the
apes and 'great apes'. Undoubtedly, the theory of evolution is only a theory, that of a single person,
namely that of Charles Darwin. However, this is aimed at a contempt for the human species, which
remains until the theory is finally replaced by the knowledge of the truth after a long time – which may
take centuries to come.
It is true that theory has broadened our understanding of the cosmos like hardly any other scientific
Knowledge before her, because theory is and always remains an incentive to seek and find the truth.
Theory has always been and still is the work of one or more people, but theories can and will lead to the
truth through new insights – often only after generations – but one day they will be revised and made
available to the truth, or they will be realized and promote progress, i.e. evolution or progress. Scientists,
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physicists and ordinary people will work on the further development and improvement of all things, so
that predictions and theories that are made prove to be wrong or right decades or centuries later with
the latest equipment and methods, so that theories are recognized as falsehood and thus the truth is
recognized, or other theories can be proven as fact.
The situation is similar with the theory of evolution of Charles Darwin, whose scientific achievements and
theories should not be diminished in any way, because he resorted to ideas and theories of his time, and
from these he finally developed his theory of evolution, which the biologist Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck had
conceived, but whose basic idea of heredity was wrong, but Darwin recognized the right mechanism of
evolution by exploring the interplay of mutation and selection. According to his knowledge, each living
being has developed its own strategies and adapted in the environment, whereby it has been able to
assert itself in its habitat and will continue to do so in the future. Thus, one being developed by its
strength, others by its instinctive prudence, while others by its enormous resilience or by its extraordinary
ability to reproduce. This affected and concerns not only free-moving life forms, but also plant-bound,
i.e. also plants, which are successfully and even globally represented in large numbers, and which multiply
only impulsively, instinctively or seed-wise, because they do not have an actual brain, as many freemoving life forms are peculiar to.
That's what I learned to say with Sfath, and what I learned from him is all a little different from what
earthly science claims. Also, to my knowledge, the earthlings still have no idea that everything is also
vibration-dependent, namely on the vibrations of the earth itself, that it is precisely the earth's
gravitational vibration that makes it possible for something to grow and thrive. However, not only the
gravitational oscillation plays a very decisive role, which emanates from the Earth, but also other aspects
that are just as unknown to terrestrial scientists as the gravitational oscillation, which to my knowledge
they do not yet know. With these scientists, who usually think they are big and powerful, there can be
no question of a real representation of a theory when they put it up, but it is more of a claim that presents
something as 'it is so, and basta'. This is then simply thought and acted as 'truth, it is so', which can no
longer be opposed. This is precisely because the theory is considered a fixed truth and fact, for centuries
or millennia, until one day it is proven that everything is very different from what the theory claimed. Of
course, this is not always the case, because theories can be confirmed as correct, but it should always be
clear in the case of an individual that it is in any case a theory and only one that can prove to be wrong
or right; but this remains simply a theory until one day it is proven as such or as reality.
Zafenatpaneach Your explanation, I have to say, is remarkable and correct, considering that it is about
80 years ago that Sfath explained everything to you and that you were able to see and experience with
him many processes in the past, which today are interpreted incorrectly or correctly by antiquity research
on the basis of molecular biology. However, this should in no way and in fact not mean that the molecular
biological results are all wrong, on the contrary, but some are still completely misinterpreted, which
correspond to pure assumptions, namely if assumptions and theory are associated with them in such a
way that they are considered to be certain. However, such action and behavior can neither be called
scientific nor real research. But this will only be proven in the very distant future, when the evolution of
man also offers the once emerging technology of time travel the possibilities to explore the past as it
really was. But this will take a long time – if it ever becomes a reality, as you said – but then the light of
truth will illuminate many things that are still in the dark today. This, if I may use your symbolic
comparative.
Yanarara Apparently, 2 people have joined forces who understand each other.
Billy You mean that Zafenatpaneach and I are like the ...
Yanarara Yes, the ...
Bermunda The little ones, as you call them, indicate that they have finished their work and are already in
retreat. They make you greet you, and in the future you should no longer be bothered by the religious
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forces in such a way that every word in the computer is interspersed with other letters, numbers and
characters in such a way that it can no longer be deciphered. But you should be patient for a few days
before you use your computer again extensively.
Billy I will take that to heart. – Please say my heartfelt thanks to the knobs, and that I will at least stick to
what they say.
Bermunda You can talk to Arlion, this is the Ziltoner who speaks German and would like to exchange a
few words with you.
Billy Then, of course, I'll talk to him.
Bermunda Then say, he hears you.
Billy Hi Arlion.
Arlion Yes, I hear you, Edward. I am pleased to be able to discuss a lot with you. But it should ... ... ...
Billy OK, then I don't call up this conversation later and so I don't record it. ... ... ...
Zafenatpaneach Then, if you allow me, my friend, I will ask you how you at FIGU are currently behaving
towards the plague that is spreading more and more on earth? We do not say anything about this at the
moment, because Ptaah is absent for a long time and no information is disseminated by him with us. But
we wonder how you relate to everything, because we know that the plague is spreading rapidly all over
the planet.
Billy Our behavior remains neutral, so anyone who wants to be vaccinated should be vaccinated, because
the will is and remains a purely private matter – one person can do this unscathed, others play with health
or with life. So the decision lies with each person himself, just whether he decides for the pros or cons,
because it is simply not acceptable that in this relationship someone can take over and decide the
responsibility and the pros and cons for another person. The responsibility in this regard lies solely with
each individual person, unless he is not able to do so as a result of an impairment of consciousness, and
consequently is able to decide responsibly for him. However, this is not the case with normal people, so
they have to think and decide responsibly in every respect. So we at FIGU are not allowed to give any
advice – I personally don't do that either, not even with my family members, as well as with the FIGU
members or in the circle of acquaintances and friends – and have to leave it to each individual person to
decide for themselves for a pros or cons or for a yes or no. Something else must not be under any
circumstances, and if something else is ordered, e.B. if a prescribed vaccination is considered by a
government, then this is not of the law, but dictatorial and violent, from which inevitably arises popular
violence and destruction and ultimately causes deaths. What needs to be done is the following, but what
has not been done by each individual and incompetent government on Earth:
The official or governmental preventive measures alone must be taken, prescribed and carried
out at the beginning of an epidemic or pandemic. This is the absolute and unavoidable duty of any
government that is absolutely responsible and responsible for the well-being and health of the people.
This duty, however, was only partially and irresponsibly exercised and also for too short a time,
consequently the corona epidemic could spread rapidly worldwide and so far claim well over 6 million
deaths.
It was only partially ordered by the obviously incompetent rulers, who only have a big mouth and are
incapable of governing, what should have been in order to stop and end the epidemic that was only just
beginning. But since this was not done in the way that should have been done – which the peoples would
1.
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have done without murmuring and growling and without demonstrations and destruction, because fear
and, on the other hand, enough reason were still present – it turned out that the whole thing degenerated
into a pandemic and ultimately into an uprising through demonstrations, Violence and destruction of
human achievements of the peoples could degenerate. By not strictly ordering and implementing what
was right and necessary and not long enough – which would have taken about 4-6 months and, of course,
paralyzed large parts of the almost entire economy – by governments, everything could degenerate into
a pandemic. But instead of everything being pulled through, an up and down of the whole thing was
ordered, that is, the mask wearing and keeping the distance as well as the lockdown and the measures
in general were only ordered for a short time, then lifted again in order to put them back into force, lift
them again and order them again. This inevitably led large masses of peoples into confusion and rebellion,
for it was recognized that the rulers were incapable of their office and invented and ordered nonsense.
This has automatically called lateral thinkers, conspiracy theorists and plague negators or epidemic
deniers on the scene. in particular through the emergence of vaccination with vaccines, which were
insufficiently tested from the very beginning and simply used untested and are still used in this way today.
The fact that since then 'free' has been tested on humanity in this way and that it has been misused as a
welcome 'experimental carnickel' does not seem to bother anyone. The fact is, however, that since the
use of untested vaccines, many thousands of vaccine deaths have been reported all over the world.
Various people have health constitutions that do not meet the requirements of the vaccines in any way,
while others are immune to them, or are beaten in later years with nasty long-term consequences,
whereby it will not be recognized that these lead back to the corona vaccination with harmful vaccines.
But what should rightly be done when the corona epidemic began to run rampant, but what the
incompetent rulers of all states did not do, but responsibly did not consider in any way, but overslept, is
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A general and popular and absolutely unavoidable lockdown.
The mandatory wearing of suitable FFP2 respirators.
The unavoidable distance between people.
The necessary duration of these measures of at least 3-6 months.
Complete isolation of known infected persons, with adequate care.
Necessary state food supply for disease-isolated persons.
State control with regard to compliance with the prescribed security measures.

At the very beginning of an epidemic – whether epidemic or pandemic – the spread of the
epidemic must be determined and carried out by the government with appropriate and long-term
safeguarding measures, since at this time the peoples are still responsive to reasonable behavior and
action, which will subside over time when failures become visible. Also, skeptics, conspiracy theorists,
negators and deniers will appear over time, if the rulers, out of inability do not order and carry out
everything at the beginning of a plague in such a way that is intended to contain a plague and must be
reasonably prescribed to the peoples. The freedom of the individual must be taken into account and
respected in all circumstances, in particular with regard to the voluntary nature of vaccination, which in
one way or another falls within the scope of self-decision which must not be affected by the force of a
state regulation or by a wrong justification, attitude, fear or the behaviour of other people.
What would be the right and duty of a capable government refers to the fact that it decides in every
respect the right thing for the respective people and has it carried out, in order to guarantee them the
best possible well-being and the safety of health and life without violence, dictatorship and in freedom.

2.

This is what I have learned to say about the whole and throughout my life, what I really understand by
freedom and responsibility for humanity, as this applies equally to all people and must not be changed
by the greed for power, the stupidity or incompetence of the rulers.
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Zafenatpaneach What you said is my view and all of us. And what you are doing, what should have been
done at the beginning of the Corona epidemic, that corresponds to what really would have been the
need.
Bermunda This is also what Ptaah said, namely that this kind of action must be taken to prevent what has
just turned out in a devastating way. And as I know from him, the Corona plague will continue to dominate
the daily events of the earthly peoples. Although the currently widespread variant of the last mutation is
not as aggressive in its course and effect as the mutations before, it will become predominant and spread
very strongly in the coming weeks. In addition, it will be that the vaccinations will be largely useless,
because the constantly mutating virus of the disease has already changed in such a way that the
vaccinations the longer, the more useless against a new infection, i.e. vaccinated people still fall into an
infection, just as convalescents are not spared. This is not least because the vaccines do not correspond
to what they should do due to the questionability of insufficient testing, on the other hand because
certain preparations are completely unsuitable for certain health constellations.
Yanarara Then we should now return to your workroom, because our tasks call us again.
Bermunda This may be true for you, but I will stay with Eduard.
Zafenatpaneach Then we can go back from here. Farewell, Eduard.
Yanarara Yes, goodbye.
Billy And they're gone.
Bermunda Then we can stay here and later back to your workspace.
Billy That's also right for me, because we can also talk privately here and bring up what we had to
postpone to the next one due to lack of time on the last visit.
Bermunda Then I can ask you, ...
Quetzal ...
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